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although flashcardsflashcards and word lists have fallen out of favor with many language

teachers they remainremain inin wide use among language learners some authors also report

continued interest in their use provided that meaningful means of language input

practice and use are not neglected ellis 1995 schmitt 19950 stevick 1996 stevick
1982 and schmitt & schmitt 1995 offer creative suggestions for cards utilizing

graphics and context to aid development of rich meaning images meara 1995

proposes using lists and cards to quickly gain an initial knowledge of a large number of
high frequency words which can then be met repeatedly through reading and

listening thus developing a sense of how they relate to each other and behave in

sentences p 10 A study by hulstijnHuls tijn hollander and greidanus 1996 suggests that

learners can make more efficient use of repeated encounters with a word reinforcing

the form meaning connection inin the mental lexicon if they have initial access to at

least a quick idea of its meaning eg through a gloss or definition thus while

learning from context is a powerful tool in vocabulary acquisition krashen 1989 it

would seem that explicit vocabulary study eg flashcardflashcard work can complement it

giving a helpful leg up toward forming initial impressions of word meanings and

making texts more comprehensible schmitt 1995b

learning styles and preferred learning strategies will largely determine the utility of
flashcardsflashcards for any particular learner I1 have found flashcardsflashcards very useful in my own

language learning and though I1 occasionally use my own handwrittenhand written and

commercially available paper flashcardsflashcards self generated computer flashcardflashcard sets have

proved to offer a number of advantages here I1 will first set out what I1 mean by

computer flashcardflashcard sets and then discuss some of their advantages and uses

what are computer flashcardsFlashcards

computer applications specifically designed for vocabulary practice are available

eg the rosetta stone fairfield language technologies 1994 quickleamerquicklearnerQuickLeamerLearner harris
1995 but any learner using a macintosh apple computer inc 1996 or PC running

windows 95 microsoft corporation 1996 has a ready made flashcardflashcard producer in

their system software by computer flashcardsflash cards I1 do not mean anything resembling an

actual paper card but the ability by means of software to alternately hide and reveal
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information much as you do when flipping over a paper card to illustrate imagine you

are a japanese student studying english to make a simple flashcardflashcard for the english
word whale create a new folder named whale now open the folder and inside it

create another new folder named with the japanese translation equivalent kubirakujira

using an operating system with japanese capability you could also employ hiragana

or kanji forms now close the active window to display the closed

whale folder you have just completed a simple bi level flashcardflashcard make similar

flashcardsflashcards for related words and place them all in a common folder entitled animal
cards unit I1 vocabcocab etc As you use the cards check your recall by clicking on the

triangular toggle switches to the left of each folder to reveal or hide the nested translation

equivalents figure 1 the folders could just as easily be constructed or renested to

reverse the cue order and start with an LI japanese cue rather than the 12 english

figure 1

Q dolphin v 23 dolphin

F1 317 peacock cac33 irukagruka

raccoon t IS peacock

whale Q raccoon

wild boar 03 whale

kujirakubira

t Q wild boar

A major limitation for macintosh systemfinderSystem Finder level flashcardsflashcards is the 31 character
folder name limit precluding longer sentence or paragraph length clues ege g the blue

whale isis the largest living animal this is less of a problem for windows 95 with a

255 character limit text formatting bold underlining variable colors isis also

unavailable as isis the ability to arrange the cards in anything but alphabetical order

fortunately several of the most popular word processing applications ege g microsoft
word microsoft corporation 1994 and clansworksclarisworksClansClaris Works claris corporation 1994 have

outlining modes that effectively duplicate the finders toggling ability to hide and reveal

multiple levels of information as well as offer full featured word processing
capabilities these applications allow unlimited length flashcardsflashcards with the possibility

of graphic cues pictures diagrams full text formatting and reorderingorderingre of cards

figure 2 an entire set of cards can be stored in one document
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figure 2
A four level card is progressively revealed steps 1 7

D a
the blue is the largest living animal r the blue is the largest living animal

3 QD3

the blue is the largest living animal the blue is the largest living animal

J Jwhale whale
0 kulim

advantages & uses of computer flashcardsFlashcards set

self produced cards

commercially available paper flashcardflashcard sets and computer based programs with

predetermined vocabulary sets can be very helpful especially for working on a general

service vocabulary around 2000 words for english nation & kyonghoKyongho 1995

however self produced cards paper or computer based can be designed to fit

individual preference and style and allow inclusion of personally relevant information

which yields strong memory advantages related to depth of processing and the

development of complex or rich cognitive networks ellis 1995 stevick 1996

moving beyond a general service vocabulary self produced cards allow learners to focus

on vocabulary for particular areas of interest or specialization to complement a

particular text or course of study or to simply keep track of words met while reading

nation and kyongho 1995 point out that once a general service vocabulary has been

basically attained a better return for learning effort should be had by concentrating on

fieldinterestfield interest specific vocabulary rather than continuing with a scattergunscatter gun general

vocabulary approach

once a learner decides to produce hisheraisher own flashcardsflashcards the choice between

handwritten and computer generated flashcardsflashcards may largely depend on available
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facilities computers readily at hand opportunities for use study on the bus or train

learning preferences love using computers and learning styles writing by hand

makes a particularly strong mental impression

adaptabilityflexibilityAdaptability flexibility

A major issue that pushes me toward computer based cards isis

adaptabilityflexibilityadaptability flexibility once written paper cards are not easily modifiable computer
flashcardsflashcards on the other hand allow multiple changes in type and order of cues for
example start with a bi level card for whale using the outline mode in a clarisworksClaris Works

document figure 3 a if the word quickly becomes part of the learners working

vocabulary nothing more might be done with the card however if the learner feels the

need for more elaboration she can then easily replace the simple whale cue with a cue

supplying personally relevant contextual support figure 3 b

figure 3

a whale
0 kujirakujimkujik

b when they were children my parents often ate whale meat but ive never tried it
0 kubirakujirakujimkujik

adding a graphic on another level can aid visual memory figure 4 inexpensive
clip art collections eg art explosion 40000 images nova development 1995 allow

easy inclusion of graphics into word processor based flashcardflashcard sets learners can also

draw and include their own personally meaningful diagrams note to work in outline
mode such graphics must be anchored to a line of text not floating free on the page

figure 4

when they were chl1drenchildren my parents often ate whale meat but ivelveI1 ve never tried it

kulim

although it is computer memory intensive most word processors allow a cue to be

replaced by an audio andor vivid recordingecording eg as a quicktimequicklimeQuickTime movie apple
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computer inc 1995 for help with listening comprehension or as an aid to memory for

more aural learners figure 5

figure 5

in click to play sound
whale

0 kubirakujira

once produced cards can be quickly copied and pasted into other related card sets

for example the whale card could be included in sea life food and unit 2

vocabulary categories

computer flashcardsflashcards also allow learners to attend to different aspects of word

knowledge at different stages of learning initially an LI translation may be the main

component in a learners conception of a particular 12 word or phrase but with

extensive 12 exposure the LI translation should become less and less central as 12
based associations are added izumi 1995 in higher level cards translation

equivalents may be omitted or left at lower levels while cues focusing on an items
collocationslocationscol associations register andor grammatical behavior important aspects of

word knowledge are added

cues may take the form of clues or hints in the 12 figure 6 possibly including

other grammar or vocabulary the learner wants to practice

figure 6

last summer one of these large sea mammals died on the beach near my girlfriends home
when they were children my parents often ate meat but ive never tried it

sperm
whale

0 kujirakubira
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cards need not focus on single words A variety of vocabulary items or language

features ege g collocationslocationscol synonyms phrasal verbs can be targeted on the same card

figure 7

figure 7

cardcardlcardiI1
dolphins can fly the water at speeds to 40 mph

dolphinscanflydolphins can fly syn through the water at speeds aufiugiugg to 40 mph
0 surge race sprint speed

card 2
gray whales were nearly syn wiped in the pacific ocean

0 gray whales were almost wiped out in the pacific ocean

I1 occasionally copy out particularly interestinghelpfulinteresting helpful passages from periodicals or

books using outlining capability to provide hidden glosses or clozealoze answers texts
gleaned from the internet onlineon line newspapers special interest pages are especially

convenient sincesince they can be copied and pasted directly into card sets for example our

japanese students might copy the following from a dave barry 1994 p 23 column

figure 8

figure 8

text before and after revealing all glosses and clozealoze answers

so anyway the highway engineersengineersl hit upon2npon2 the plan remember I1 am not
making this uplcupl of b 2 up the whale with dynamite the thinking here was that
the whale would be hb into small pieces which would be eaten by sea gulls and that
would be 1 A textbook2 whale removalremovapremo vaP

41
so anyway the highway engineengineersersi1 hit upon2 the plan remember I1 am not

0 gishigishiftw1jemtymfaw I1 thoughtthoughthoughtoptootoP
makingnukinghuking this upuplcuplI1 ofofblofbb 2 up the whale with dynamite the thinking here was that

0 making a storytelstostorytellingrytel ling a lie I11 blowing2

the whale would be b into small pieces which would be eaten by sea gulls and that

0 blown

would be 1 A textbook 2 whale removapremovalremovaP
that perfectideal2perfectidealperfect ideal taking it awayremovingaway removing 10

0 removal3torinozokuremova3tonnozoku koto OUiai& 991MI Z 2

in this figure bold type signals an item treated furtherrunnerfunner at a lower level
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computer flashcardflashcard sets can thus grow with the learner facilitating deeper

processing and development of more complete cognitive and semantic associations key

to building receptive and productive facility with words and phrases schmitt 1995a

stevick 1996

sharing flashcardflashcard sets

along with flexibility of form and use users can share their computer flashcardflashcard sets

as easily as copying a file to a floppy disk distributing it over a local network or sending

it as an attachment to emaile mail word processor based sets can even be distributed as text
or RTF files and then quickly reconverted into flashcardsflashcards using any word processor with

outlining capability even across platforms eg PC to mac in a computer lab setting

instructor produced cards dealing with course content textbook vocabulary etc can be

quickly distributed to students for use and modification because card sets are produced

with only the most commonly used software students particularly those working in a

computer lab situation can create and modify sets as they like with little need for

training or the purchase of new software by sharing flashcardflash card sets learners can make

efficient use of time by benefittingbenefitting from practice with many sets without having to

generate everything themselves

introducing and using flashcardflashcard sets

instructors with computer lab facilities can initially provide model flashcardflashcard sets for

key vocabulary and language items and show students how to create and modify their

own sets if they find them useful new sets can then be distributed periodically and

students can be encouraged to share sets they have made or modified for example if
students make flashcardflashcard sets for books they read as part of an extensive reading program

these sets can be stored on a network server and copied for use and modification by

others as they read the same books

instructors can also share stevicks 1996 suggestions for card use with students

in a given study session the learner will want multiple reviews on items she remains

unsure of however since we want to make learning judgementsjudgements based on long term

rather than short term or working memory it is best to wait at least 30 seconds

between repetitions with a single card with a pack of paper cards this isis done by

placing the still uncertain item back into the pack only 10 cards or so from the top

where it will quickly but not too quickly reappear likewise a learner using a

computer flashcardflashcard set re hides any answers she isnt confident of but leaves open

those posing no trouble going through the set again she focus only on re hidden

cards repeating the procedure above
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summary

learner response to the computer flashcardflashcard format will depend on learning styles

and preferred strategies but for those who value flashcardsflashcards as study aids and enjoy

computer use it offers an easily mastered low cost opportunity to independently manage

their own learning following their own design preferences and concentrating on

language items of most interest and use to them flashcardFlashcard sets are easy to distribute to

students in a computer lab situation and by sharing sets learners can cooperate in

creating learning opportunities for each other
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